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Abstract. The persistence of cooperation in public goods situations has become an important puzzle for researchers. This paper considers the threshold public goods games where the option of insurance is provided for players from the standpoint of diversification of risk, envisaging the possibility of multiple strategies in such scenarios. In this setting, the provision point is defined in terms of the minimum number of contributors in one threshold public goods game, below which the game fails. In the presence of risk and insurance, more contributions are motivated if (1) only cooperators can opt to be insured and thus their contribution loss in the aborted games can be (partly or full) covered by the insurance; (2) insured cooperators obtain larger compensation, at lower values of the threshold point (the required minimum number of contributors). Moreover, results suggest the dominance of insured defectors who get a better promotion by more profitable benefits from insurance. We provide results of extensive computer simulations in the realm of spatial games (random regular networks and scale-free networks here), and support this study with analytical results for well-mixed populations. Our study is expected to establish a causal link between the widespread altruistic behaviors and the existing insurance system.
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1. Introduction

Social dilemmas in which the self-interest may clash with the collective interest constitute a significant form of societal problems. Evolutionary game theory is an interdisciplinary mathematical tool which seems to embody several relevant features of the problem and, as such, is employed in a vast amount of cooperation-oriented study [1–6]. As a heuristic framework, the oft-cited public goods game [7–11] is a paradigm example for investigating the root of cooperative behaviors in spite of the fact that self-interest seems to dictate defective behaviors. Previous research has identified a series of solutions to cooperation dilemma problems, including the ‘five rules’ (kin selection, direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, network reciprocity and group selection) introduced by [12, 13]. Further, a variety of studies suggest that the population structure [14,15] and the coevolution [16], closely related with complex networks, are also relevant factors to take into account in since they may enhance strong altruism. Other resolutions of this type of conflicts depicted by public goods game include punishment [17–19], social diversity [20–22], voluntary participation [8,23], dynamic group size [24], social preferences [25], kinship [26] and positive interactions [27], which seems to also offer a way out for cooperation to emerge in public goods dilemma scenarios.

Models of the public goods game nicely capture the dominating features of most cooperative phenomena in nature. However, the model of PGG may no longer be feasible in many collective action scenarios and can be more appropriately described by the so-called threshold public goods game (TPGG) [28–31]. In this version of the public goods game, a
successful cooperative effort is achieved only if the number of cooperators equal or exceed a required threshold; otherwise, no public goods is provided. For instance, building a flood-resistant dam requires a minimum amount of contributors for the project to be successfully built. If not, flood will probably inundate the whole village due to the unaccomplished and nonfunctional dam. This version of PGG has been widely studied as a suitable model for the confrontation between cooperative and selfish behaviors in such circumstances. So far, several factors to foster cooperation and solve the social dilemma in an efficient way have been proposed and tested, such as incomplete information, identifiability of individual contributions, and so on [32–36].

Past works on PGG have assumed binary situations in which two strategies are available: either choose cooperation (C) in order to serve the public interest, or choose alternative defection (D), which serves the immediate private interest. And yet, the simple two-strategy profile can be extended and made more realistic in a variety of ways. Note that ample examples of insurance behaviours take place in human societies, which can insure people’s life or benefits against accident or some risks. For example, the whole point of a universal health insurance system is that everyone pays in, even if they are currently healthy, and in return everyone has insurance coverage if and when they need it. The everyday phenomena moreover indicate that the risk preferences, age or education level of the individual variables have significant differences to the choices on the insurance among populations. Risk-averse players conservatively prefer to transfer their (possible) future losses to the insurance companies. Oppositely, risk-seeking players don’t contemplate paying any insurance cost and prefer the high-risk high-yield behaviors, irrespective of the potential risks.

Therefore, in an attempt to explore a more realistic scenario, we now broaden the two-strategy profile and employ multiple strategies in the threshold public goods games. Our previous work [37] introduces speculation against punishment and studies the effects of such speculation for defectors in public goods games. Here we focus on the possible effectiveness of insurance behaviors in promoting contributive behaviors, when participators face the risk of joining a failed threshold public goods game finally. And more remarkably, our interest is primarily in the capacity of agents to contribute and produce the public goods when they are confronted by ambiguous losses, and also the proposed insurance. In this threshold public goods system, agents can purchase an insurance that sequentially covers part or all of their potential losses.

The rest of this paper is organized as indicated below. Section 2 presents the basic framework of model with insurance in full detail. Section 3 provides the general analysis in infinite populations. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of main findings in structured populations, and section 5 concludes.

2. The game model

This section first sets up our model of a threshold public goods game with multiple strategies led by the introduced insurance. Herein N agents play TPGGs, and each player independently decides how much (between a constant value c and none here) of her endowment to contribute to the public goods. The accumulated contribution is enlarged
by the enhancement factor $r$, and then evenly distributed to all the individuals, only if the number of contributors in the group attains a certain threshold $T$, saying that the public goods is successfully provided. If the number of contributors is less than the required threshold, the public goods game fails and contributions are not returned to the players. As mentioned, in the present study we set the threshold point as the minimum number of contributors in one public goods game, not the threshold of contributions as previous studies [38].

Here we explore two scenarios to reproduce those possible real-world setups about insurance. Scenario 1: only cooperators face the choice of insurance, by considering that free riders may have no incentive to insure their zero contributions. Scenario 2: all the players can opt to be insured if willing to pay the insurance cost. Hence, we propose two additional strategies named as insured cooperation and insured defection respectively, besides cooperation and defection. It is worth reminding that both cooperators and insured cooperators are the contributors for the common pool of public goods. Except for the different strategy profiles, these two scenarios share other identical rules (e.g. the strategy updating) as game proceeds.

Next, the earnings of an individual depend upon her strategy and the combination of the strategies adopted by her opponents. For the group of size $N$, let $N_d$ specify the number of the defectors in a group of size $N$, thus $N_c$, $N_{ic}$ and $N_{id}$ the numbers of cooperators, insured cooperators and insured defectors respectively. If the game succeeds ($N_c + N_{ic} \geq T$), each player receives an equal amount of benefit from the resulted public goods, minus her contribution to the common pool and the insurance cost (if she is insured). The net payoffs of the involved roles under these two scenarios are thus severally given by

Scenario 1:

$$
\begin{align*}
    P_c &= \frac{rc(N-N_d)}{N} - c \\
    P_d &= \frac{rc(N-N_d)}{N} \\
    P_{ic} &= \frac{rc(N-N_d)}{N} - c - \lambda
\end{align*}
$$

Scenario 2:

$$
\begin{align*}
    P_c &= \frac{rc(N-N_d-N_{id})}{N} - c \\
    P_d &= \frac{rc(N-N_d-N_{id})}{N} \\
    P_{ic} &= \frac{rc(N-N_d-N_{id})}{N} - c - \lambda \\
    P_{id} &= \frac{rc(N-N_d-N_{id})}{N} - \lambda
\end{align*}
$$

Here, the collected sum is enhanced by a factor $r$ ($r > 1$), and is then redistributed to all the participants, irrespective of their strategies. And, the assured player will join the insurance guarantee by paying a cost of $\lambda$.

If the number of contributors is less than the threshold, i.e. $N_c + N_{ic} < T$, the contributors lose their contributions and the game fails. Thus, the net payoffs of the strategies under these two scenarios respectively read as

Scenario 1:

$$
\begin{align*}
    P_c &= -c \\
    P_d &= 0 \\
    P_{ic} &= \varepsilon - c - \lambda
\end{align*}
$$
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Scenario 2:
\[
\begin{align*}
P_c &= -c \\
P_d &= 0 \\
P_{ic} &= \varepsilon - c - \lambda \\
P_{id} &= \varepsilon - \lambda
\end{align*}
\] (4)

As previously mentioned, the insured individual will be compensated with \(\varepsilon\) (\(\varepsilon > 0\)), provided by the insurance system if the game fails. The presence of the compensation denoted by parameter \(\varepsilon\) may act as a focal point for cooperation and thus is worthy of our investigation.

3. General analysis

3.1. Results in Scenario 1

We then combine game theory and population dynamics in a replicator equation. We first perform the approximate calculations about the evolutionary results in well-mixed and infinite populations, a fraction \(f_d\) of which is composed of defectors. From time to time, \(k + 1\) agents are randomly chosen from this mixed and large population according to the Binomial probability function. Notably, the probability that two players in large population ever meet again can be neglected.

We hence assume that each game is played by \(k + 1\) participates, to maintain consistency with simulations in RR networks in the following section (where \(k\) is the degree). In addition, the roles of cooperator clusters in spatial games are ignored in theoretical calculation here.

In such groups, the probability that there are \(m\) contributors among the \(k\) other agents in the sample population in which a given player (may acting as the role of \(C, D\) or \(IC\)) finds herself, is determined by
\[
\binom{k}{m} f_d^{k-m} (1 - f_d)^m.
\] (5)

This probability is independent of whether the agent is a contributor or a defector.

As an additional simplification but without loss of generality, the cost \(c\) of contribution is set to 1. By introducing \(\eta = r/(k + 1)\), the expected payoff for a defector in such a population is
\[
P_d = \sum_{m=T}^{k} \eta m \binom{k}{m} f_d^{k-m} (1 - f_d)^m. \tag{6}
\]

The payoff of a cooperator is given by
\[
P_c = \sum_{m=T-1}^{k} \left[ \eta (m+1) - 1 \right] \binom{k}{m} f_d^{k-m} (1 - f_d)^m + \sum_{m=0}^{T-2} (-1)^m \binom{k}{m} f_d^{k-m} (1 - f_d)^m. \tag{7}
\]

The payoff of an insured cooperator will thus be
\[
P_{ic} = \sum_{m=T-1}^{k} \left[ \eta (m+1) - 1 - \lambda \right] \binom{k}{m} f_d^{k-m} (1 - f_d)^m + \sum_{m=0}^{T-2} (\varepsilon - 1 - \lambda) \binom{k}{m} f_d^{k-m} (1 - f_d)^m. \tag{8}
\]
Evolutionary game theory assumes that a strategy’s payoff determines the growth rate of its fraction in the population. In the continuous time model, the evolution of the frequency $f_g$ of the strategy $g$ is given by the reduced differential equation

$$\dot{f}_g = f_g(P_g - \bar{P}),$$

where $g \in (C, D, IC)$, and $\bar{P} = f_cP_c + f_dP_d + f_{ic}P_{ic}$. We can obtain the evolutionary results as summarized in figure 1, where both the outcomes of uninsured cooperators and insured cooperators are given. Results suggest that insurance for cooperators when collective dilemma games fail can induce a recovery of contributions, and the larger payoff yielded by the insured cooperation option the more obvious this effect is. Results also show that cooperators and insured cooperators can prevail over defectors for suitable values of $T$.

### 3.2. Results in Scenario 2

Let us also assume a sufficiently large population, at the mean field level, groups of $k + 1$ individuals are formed randomly according to the binomial sampling.

For a given player (playing the strategy of $C$, $D$, $IS$ or $ID$), the probability of finding, among the $k$ other players in the sample, $m$ contributors (including $C$ and $IC$), is given by

$$\binom{k}{m} (f_d + f_{id})^{k-m}(1-f_d-f_{id})^m,$$

where $f_d$ and $f_{id}$ denotes the fraction of defectors and insured defectors in the population.
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Therefore, the expected payoff for a defector in this population in Scenario 2 is specified as

\[ P_d = \sum_{m=T}^{k} \eta m \binom{k}{m} (f_d + f_{id})^{k-m}(1 - f_d - f_{id})^m. \]  

(11)

In the same manner, the cooperator receives the following expected payoffs

\[ P_c = \sum_{m=T-1}^{k} [\eta(m + 1) - 1] \binom{k}{m} (f_d + f_{id})^{k-m}(1 - f_d - f_{id})^m \]

\[ + \sum_{m=0}^{T-2} (-1)^{m} \binom{k}{m} (f_d + f_{id})^{k-m}(1 - f_d - f_{id})^m. \]  

(12)

The payoff of an insured cooperator will thus be

\[ P_{ic} = \sum_{m=T-1}^{k} [\eta(m + 1) - 1 - \lambda] \binom{k}{m} (f_d + f_{id})^{k-m}(1 - f_d - f_{id})^m \]

\[ + \sum_{m=0}^{T-2} (\varepsilon - 1 - \lambda) \binom{k}{m} (f_d + f_{id})^{k-m}(1 - f_d - f_{id})^m. \]  

(13)

The payoff of an insured defector will be

\[ P_{id} = \sum_{m=T}^{k} (\eta m - \lambda) \binom{k}{m} (f_d + f_{id})^{k-m}(1 - f_d - f_{id})^m \]

\[ + \sum_{m=0}^{T-1} (\varepsilon - \lambda) \binom{k}{m} (f_d + f_{id})^{k-m}(1 - f_d - f_{id})^m. \]  

(14)

According to the replicator equation

\[ \dot{f}_g = f_g (P_g - \bar{P}), \]  

where \( g \) can be strategy \( C, D, IC, ID \), and \( \bar{P} = f_c P_c + f_d P_d + f_{ic} P_{ic} + f_{id} P_{id} \).

The competition results among the four strategies are summarized in figure 2. We observe the existence of decreases of contributive behaviors in this case, especially when insured defectors could gain profitable benefits from insurance. We have also checked that the same behavior arises for a very wide range of values of parameters \( \varepsilon \) and \( \eta \), and hence in this sense the relation between evolution dynamics and insurance rules is robust.

4. Evolutionary outcomes in structured populations

Our analytical results in well-mixed and infinite players do not directly apply to an agent population using a heterogeneous network as its iteration topology. To supplement the analytical approximation results above, we then show the observations through simulations under more realistic assumptions, summarized by figures 3–6 respectively.

We consider a random regular (RR) network as the simplest of networks to situate the involved population [39, 40], as well as a Barabási–Albert scale-free (BASF) network, which is likely a more apt model for realistic social networks [41–43]. A RR network is a...
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Figure 2. Scenario 2: The theoretical predication about the evolutionary outcomes in unstructured populations under Scenario 2. Upper panel: the fraction of cooperators; Middle panel: the fraction of insured cooperators; Lower panel: the average fraction of insured defectors.

network whose links are randomly generated but where every node has the same degree $k$ (i.e. the same number of neighbors). The average degree is held constant ($k = 4$) to remove the effects of average degrees on contribution levels. We moreover assume that every vertex is occupied, and by one agent only. Two individuals can interact only if they are connected by an edge of the graph, whereby self-interactions, duplicate-interactions and isolated individuals are excluded.

Additionally, diversity associated with the number and the size of the PGG has been verified to promote strong cooperation in selfish populations [20]. Inspired by this striking idea, here we still focus on the consideration that one player joins in multiple games organized by herself and her close neighbors. Specifically, a given player $x$ acts as an organizer of the common pool $x$ with size $k_x + 1$, where there occurs the TPGG involving
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As game proceeds, if contributing, player $x$ will equally contribute a fixed endowment $c$ to each TPGG that she engages in. Then the resulting goods of each TPGG is equally divided to all participants in the group if the game succeeds. In this case, the payoff $P_{xy}$ of player $x$ associated with the neighborhood centered at neighboring agent $y$ can be expressed as

$$P_{xy} = \frac{r \sum_{i=0}^{k_y} c \xi_i}{k_y + 1} - C_x. \quad (16)$$

As a convenience, $c$ is set to 1. Here, $i = 0$ stands for $y$, and $k_y$ is the degree of player $y$. Moreover, $\xi_i = 1$ if the adopted strategy is $C$ or $IC$, and $\xi_i = 0$ if the chosen strategy is $D$ or $ID$. $C_x$ is the cost paid by player $x$. Particularly, $C_x = 1$ if $x$ is a cooperator, $C_x = 1 + \lambda$ if $x$ is an insured cooperator, $C_x = 0$ if $x$ is a defector and $C_x = \lambda$ if $x$ is an insured defector. And, we also employ $\eta = r/(k + 1)$ as a renormalized enhancement factor on the public goods such that $\eta = r/(k + 1)$ values in $(0, 1)$.

However if the game fails, the corresponding payoff $P_{xy}$ of player $x$ associated with the neighborhood centered at agent $y$ is given by

$$P_{xy} = 0 - C_x, \quad (17)$$

where $C_x$ is the cost associated with the strategy of the player $x$ as mentioned.

Irrespective the success or failure of the game, the accumulated payoff $P_x$ of player $x$ is the sum of gains from all interactions in which her participates,

$$P_x = \sum_{y \in \Omega_x} P_{xy}, \quad (18)$$

where $\Omega_x$ denotes the community of player $x$’s connecting neighbors plus itself.

More notably, the initial strategies of the participating players are equivalently distributed on the adopted networks. As is typical for agent-based simulations of spatial games, an individual shows one behavioral strategy at a given time, which is experienced by all of her gaming partners. This determines her overall payoff which is compared with that the neighboring individuals gain at the time, when these are chosen to play with their neighbors.

Then, each player executes the potential strategy updating after playing games with their neighbors. The following dynamics serves to allow each player to evolve and choose a more successful character as the game proceeds, either its previous strategy or a different one of neighboring agents. In particular, evolution of the two strategies is performed according to a pairwise comparison rule, and the Fermi function \[44\] is adopted here. We restrict attention to that all players make strategy updating simultaneously, and the gained conclusions remain effective for asynchronous updating, as proved by additional simulations. First the payoffs of the focal player $x$ and one of her randomly chosen neighbor $y$ are calculated, according to their strategies and that of their gaming partners. Next, the probability that player $x$ will adopt the strategy $s_y$ of her neighbor $y$ depends on the payoffs $P_x$ and $P_y$ of both players in the light of

$$q(s_x \leftarrow s_y) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{\beta(P_x - P_y)}}, \quad (19)$$
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where the magnitude of $\beta$ characterizes the uncertainty related to the strategy update. For finite positive values of $\beta$, strategies performing worse may also be adopted based on unpredictable variations in payoffs or errors in the decision making. To focus on the key issue at hand, we set $\beta$ to 1 in the main body of the paper, but this assumption can be relaxed. Moreover, we have verified that the main conclusions remain qualitatively unaffected for other $\beta$ values (e.g. $\beta = 0.01, 0.1, 10$).

We maintain and evolve a population composed of $10^3$ players distributed on the nodes of the adopted networks. Thus, the following results are simulated on the two representative network structures with the same average degree $k = 4$. Initially, all the strategies are randomly distributed among the population. We conduct a systematic analysis of the model’s parameter space. Each simulation consists of $10^4$ time steps, and we report the average results per time step during the last $10^3$ time steps. And, each datum is an ensemble average over 100 independent realizations of both the networks and the initial conditions, to reduce the variability of our statistics to an acceptable level.

4.1. Results in Scenario 1

First we show the results of average fractions of strategies distributed on the BASF networks when the system evolves to a steady state, depends on the combination of game parameters in our system. Larger values of $T$ will lead to a smaller amount of cooperators in the population, for example results for $T = 4$ in figure 3. The large threshold $T$ means a hard condition for the TPGG to be successfully achieved, where the successful achievement of TPGG requires a large number of contributors in the gaming group. In this case, the cooperative agents are more frequently defeated by other agents who have higher payoffs. However, it is not the case for the insured cooperators. Especially when the potential compensation $\varepsilon$ from insurance is not constrained and rises, $\varepsilon > 1 + \lambda$ will promote a larger number of insured cooperators to occur. In these conditions the uninsured cooperators and defectors will both be defeated by an overwhelming majority or even dominance of insured cooperators, as shown in figure 3(b). This is not surprising given that higher values of $\varepsilon$ mean that there is a relatively stronger payoff advantage of insured cooperation over free-riding strategy when the TPGG fails. In this case, it is also informative to note that varying the compensation $\varepsilon$ has a weaker and unconspicuous impact on the cooperation levels in the gaming system.

Therefore, for the larger threshold $T$, the amounts of cooperators and defectors are likely to decrease rather than thrive as insured cooperators do, due to the increased risk of encountering failing TPGGs. A higher threshold $T$ and larger compensation $\varepsilon$ will encourage insured cooperators to survive and spread. In this case, insurance for contributors will eliminate the risk of losing one’s all contributions when the participating TPGG fails. The insurance tends to eliminate the fear of needlessly losing all the contributions, inspiring others with an incentive to contribute with insurance. Reducing the threshold $T$, which provides a relaxed condition for the success achievement of TPGG, can better promote the survival of cooperators in the gaming population. By comparing figures 3(a) and (b), we can see that the majority of population are contributors (i.e. cooperators and insured cooperators in this study) and defectors are in a decided minority, if the enhancement factor $\eta$ increases and exceeds some critical values. Concretely, the effect of renormalized enhancement rate $\eta$ is also clearly depicted by figure 3. The higher
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Figure 3. Scenario 1: the population consists of cooperators, defectors and insured cooperators. Evolutionary outcomes affected by the threshold $T$, compensation value $\varepsilon$ from insurance and the renormalized multiplication rate $\eta$ as indicated. $T$ is the minimum number of contributors in one TPGG, below which the game will fail. Results were obtained by setting $N = 10^3$, $\lambda = 0.1$, average degree $k = 4$ and $\eta = r/(k + 1)$. Larger $T$ can better facilitate the coexistence of the contributors (cooperators and insured cooperators), while higher $T$ and larger $\varepsilon$ (e.g. see lower panel in figure 3(b)) will promote the spreading and prosperity of insured cooperation strategy. (a) Scenario 1: Fraction of cooperators in the population embedded on Barabási–Albert scale-free (BASF) networks. (b) Scenario 1: Fraction of insured cooperators in the population embedded on Barabási–Albert scale-free (BASF) networks.

the value of the public goods multiplier, the increasing probability that more cooperators gain chances for survival in this situation. The cooperation levels drop significantly with smaller values of $\eta$ denoting harder cooperation conditions.

Then we shift our attention to check the generality of the results if the network topology is changed to the RR networks, as summarized in figure 4. Compared with the RR network, the case of the BASF network (figure 3) leads to a larger region of uninsured cooperative behaviors in the gaming population. When being embedded on heterogeneous networks, cooperators will be likely to form clusters between themselves more than defectors, as the latter tend to follow cooperators instead of clustering between themselves. Meanwhile, defectors at the border of a cooperator cluster will probably imitating the strategy of cooperators, thus extending the cooperator clusters. Different with cases of uninsured cooperators, a wider range of $\varepsilon$ and $T$ is suitable for enhancing the insured cooperators on RR networks than that on BASF networks (see figure 4(b)). Thus, the general conclusion one can draw from these plots is that the topological property is also a key point which affects the outcome of the competing strategies here.

Besides, some common features demonstrated by the figures 3–4 are: (1) cooperators go extinct in smaller $\eta$, grow and maintain a certain level for larger $\eta$. It can be seen that increasing the value of $\eta$ leads to an expansion of the region where cooperation is
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Figure 4. Scenario 1: Evolutionary outcomes affected by the threshold $T$, the renormalized multiplication rate $\eta$ and compensation $\varepsilon$ from insurance. Results were obtained by setting $N = 10^3$, $\lambda = 0.1$, average degree $k = 4$ and $\eta = r/(k + 1)$. Compared with figure 3, the heterogeneity of interactions, marked by the BASF networks employed in this study, fosters the survival and maintenance of uninsured cooperators in the TPGG, however, it is not the case for insured cooperators. Strategy of insured cooperation can be better promoted in failing games, resulted by the homogeneity of networks, or larger threshold $T$ in the model setting. Compared with figure 1, the gained results suggest the theoretical validity of the results affected by the insurance mechanism in computer simulations. 

(a) Scenario 1: Fraction of cooperators in the population situated on Random Regular (RR) networks. 

(b) Scenario 1: Fraction of insured cooperators in the population situated on Random Regular (RR) networks.

observed. This is not surprising given that higher values of $\eta$ denotes easier situations for cooperative behaviors to emerge. (2) the variations in $\varepsilon$ significantly influence the evolutionary outcomes of insured cooperators and, to a smaller extent, the uninsured cooperation levels. (3) the insured cooperation is best enhanced with large threshold $T$ and high compensation $\varepsilon$ in the TPGG.

The design of evolution dynamics on RR networks allows for approximately testing the theoretical predictions above. Comparison of simulation results (figure 4) to the theoretical predictions (figure 1), indicates that the analytical approximations are in agreement with simulation based results in RR networks. It is worthy noting that the discrepancy brought about by these two methods indicate that our theoretical predication does not fully consider the influences of spatial structures and limited local interactions, especially the possible appearance of clusters formed by cooperators. By virtue of two methods, we can safely draw a conclusion that the rise of cooperation in our model hinges on the existence of collective dilemma risk and the insurance choice provided for players.

4.2. Results in Scenario 2

Further, we extend our three-strategy profile by adding a new strategy named as insured defection, as mentioned in the Model description. It may be plausible and irreducible
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Figure 5. Scenario 2: the gaming population consists of cooperators, defectors, insured cooperators and insured defectors situating on BASF networks. Evolutionary outcomes affected by the threshold $T$, the renormalized multiplication coefficient $\eta$ and compensation $\varepsilon$ from insurance. Parameters employed here are: $N = 10^3$, $\lambda = 0.1$, average degree $k = 4$ and $\eta = r/(k + 1)$. Upper panel: the average fraction of cooperators; Middle panel: the average fraction of insured cooperators; Lower panel: the average fraction of insured defectors. Results indicate a strong dominance of insured defectors in the gaming population.

that free riders also want to join the insurance and get compensation when the TPGG fails to distribute public goods to the group members. We analyze this issue numerically in figures 5 and 6, which display a fine description of the dynamic outcomes when the population situate on the BASF network and the RR network respectively.

We can immediately see that this four strategy profile triggers the domination of insured defectors for a very wide range of values $\varepsilon$ and $T$, when $\varepsilon$ exceeds some critical values. A particular result of dynamics is the small region of $x$-axis ($\varepsilon < \lambda$ and $\lambda = 0.1$ in
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Figure 6. Scenario 2: Evolutionary outcomes affected by the threshold \( T \), the renormalized multiplication rate \( \eta \) and compensation \( \varepsilon \) from insurance, where the individual interactions are characterized by RR network. Parameters employed here are: \( N = 10^3 \), \( \lambda = 0.1 \), average degree \( k = 4 \) and \( \eta = r/(k + 1) \). Upper panel: the average fraction of cooperators; Middle panel: the average fraction of insured cooperators; Lower panel: the average fraction of insured defectors. The homogeneity of interactions (as characterized by the RR network here) intensifies the dominance of insured defectors in the population. The main conclusions in well-mixed populations (gained in figure 2) are qualitatively consist with that observed by simulations in RR networks.

Results indicate that, the insurance for all players is not sufficient to counteract the general decay of the altruistic behaviors (including uninsured cooperation and insured...
cooperation) in the TPGG. This phenomenon is even more notable when the population situate on the RR networks. In this respect, the observed qualitatively explosion of insured defectors is rooted in the fact that they prevail over others with relatively higher payoffs, where cooperators and insured cooperators can only struggle to survive by the aid of large \( \eta \) and low \( \varepsilon \). Therefore, it considerably hinders the contributive behaviors in the TPGG, when defectors can choose to be insured and even gain profitable compensation demanded for the public goods loss. For larger value \( \varepsilon - \lambda \), there is a higher probability that more selfish agents imitate the insured defectors and overpower the spreading of cooperation. When \( \varepsilon > \lambda \), players probably quit contributing for the collective goods games as soon as the insured defection is more attractive, instead of contributing with insurance as players under Scenario 1 usually do. In this case, the insurance mechanism significantly influences the final dynamic outcomes in the steady state as evidenced in the two scenarios.

As depicted by analytical predictions in the well-mixed situations (see figure 2), there appear to be a clear upward trend in free-riding behaviors when defectors can also be insured. Figure 6 led by simulations in RR networks provides visual support for this conclusion, which details a dramatic decreases of contributive behaviors when the strategy of insured defection is added, especially when they could gain profitable benefits from insurance. The payoff-maximization incentive will foster the spreading and almost domination of this strategy, thus inhibiting the successful public goods provision and contribution levels. In brief, the presented theoretical and simulation results convey persuasively that the compensation from insurance is of crucial importance for the survival and persistence of cooperators in the competing population.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes and studies an insurance mechanism for players, where cooperative dilemma is modeled as a threshold public goods game. We focus on our analysis on the threshold public goods game with the provision point defined by the minimum numbers of contributors in the game. With regard to the population structure, we explore the individual-based model with networked populations, by employing the Random Regular (RR) networks and the Barabási–Albert scale-free (BASF) networks here from comparison. Specifically, two kinds of scenarios about insurance are also considered and investigated.

First, three candidate strategies are provided for the players: cooperation, defection, and insured cooperation. Our results afford evidences that the insurance for cooperators, not for all players, in threshold public goods games has positive effect on fostering players’ contributions. In our view the main possible implication is that, when players choose the insured cooperation strategy, it can ensure them a certain compensation and thus protect the potential contributive incentives. It is worthy reminding that larger compensation \( \varepsilon \), and higher threshold \( T \) (suggesting that public goods game can hardly expect to succeed), can help generate sustained insured cooperation levels. The referred parameters can trigger a revival of contributive behaviors in the hard cooperation situations by the aid of insurance. At this point, we argue that the insurance for cooperators is a potent and crucial factor that able to boost the willingness to contribute, thus representing a viable escape hatch out of collective goods stalemate.
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Second, considering the large range covered by the insurance where all individuals can coequally opt to be insured, we further extend the three-strategy profile by adding the fourth candidate strategy: insured defection. The dramatic decreases of contributive behaviors have been observed in this case, especially when insured defectors could gain profitable benefits from insurance. Some important implications from our results are how to design the insurance policy, and the selection of insurance objects play an important role in affecting the contributive behaviors.

Finally, uninsured cooperation can be promoted by the heterogeneity of agent connections when populations are embedded on the BASF network, while, the emergence and maintenance of insured cooperators can be better safeguarded by the homogeneity of RR network. Employing different networks thus provides us some hints on the relation between insurance and contributive behaviors.

In sum we provide a simple mechanism which explains how insurance could affect altruistic behaviors in public goods games, and many interesting insights could be gained from it. Future research should further explore the role insurance function plays in the evolution of strategies.
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